
●Low pressure is applicable to this cylinder (NRP)

●Shock absorbing function with the addition of air cushion (NRP)

●Easy to adjust angle (NRC, NRT)

●Various mounting (NRT)

●Shock absorber is possible (NRC, NRT)

CAT. NO. 074-04-

Rotary Cylinder
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PNEUMATICS

Series NRP

without air cushion

with air cushion

NRP 100

100

765

5.225

26.4

PT 3/8

8.5

9.5

60

100

0.2 ~ 5

NRP 80

80

377

1.52

17.6

PT 1/4

4.3

5.0

40

90

0.2 ~ 4

NRP 63

63

187

1.14

13.2

PT 1/8

2.5

3.0

30

60

0.2 ~ 3

NRP 50

50

103

0.475

8.8

PT 1/8

1.5

1.7

20

50

0.2 ~ 2

Specifications

90。

180。

Rotary Cylinder
(Rack & Pinion)

How to order

Rotary Cyl.
N :NEW
Blank :Basic type
D :Built-in magnet
R :Rotary Cyl.
P :Rack Pinion

Mounting
B :Basic type

L :Foot type

Axis
Standard
S :Single axis
W :Double axes

Type
Blank :Air pressure type

H    :Air hydro type

Bore Size
50, 63, 80, 100

RotationAngle

Additional Symbol
Blank :Without air cushion

C :Air cushion

Applicable Auto Switch
Blank :Without auto switch
W8H :Reed switch
W8V :Reed switch
W9H :Solid state type
W9V :Solid state type

Number of Auto Switch
Blank : 2 pcs

S : 1 pc
N :n pcs

Standard

Substandard

90。

180。

100。

190。

90。

180。

100。

190。

21

B
3

S S
4 7 8 9

N    RP
5

50
6

90 W8H

Long durability is guaranteed by the installation of wear ring and use of

low friction packing.

Shock absorber can be installed(Low noize).

Easy to adjust angel by stopper.

Compact design.

Models

Bore Size(mm)

Rotation Angle

( 。)

Air Cushion

Theoretic Torque(kgf·cm)

(based on 5 kgf/cm2 )

Allowed Energy

(kgf·cm)

Port Size

Weight of Main 

Body(kgf)

Maximum Radial Load (kgf)

Maximum Thrust Load (kgf)

Rotation Time(sec)     based on 90。

Fluid

Pressure (kgf/cm2(psi))

Temperature ·℃(℉)

Operating Mode

Tolerance of rotation angle

Auto switch type

standard 

option

standard 

substandard 100     , 190
+4 +4

0 0

90      , 180
+4 +4

0 0

×

○

air(Non-lube)

1.5 ~ 10.2kgf/cm2(21.3~145psi)

0 ~ 60℃(0~140℉)

double operating

0 ~ +4。

W8H,W8V

W9H, W9V

Symbol
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Series NRP

Description

Body

Cover(right)

Cover(left)

Piston

Piston(100。, 190。)

Shaft

Shaft(double)

Rack

Bearing retainer

Slider

Tube gasket

Connecring screw

Bearing

Parallel key

Piston packing

Spring pin

Plush bolt

Bolt-hex socket

Spring washer

Cushion valve o-ring

Cushion valve

Cushion packing

Magnet

Material

Aluminum alloy

Aluminum alloy

Aluminum alloy

Aluminum alloy

Aluminum alloy

Steel

Steel

Carbon steel

Aluminum alloy

Resin

Rubber

Carbon steel

Bearing steel

Carbon steel

Rubber

Steel wire

Carbon steel

Steel wire

Steel wire

Rubber

Rolled steel

Rubber

Magnet type

Note

Option

Option

No.

❶

❷

❸

❹

❺

❻

❼

❽

❾

❿

(21)

Structure 

Parts List

Double shaft type
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Series NRP

Ø50

Ø63

Rotation angle

Stroke

Basic type/cushion type

“L” Built-in magnet type

Magnet+cushion type

90。(100。)

17 (19)

145

157

180。(190。)

33 (35)

178

190

Rotation angle

Stroke

Basic type/cushion type

“L” Built-in magnet type

Magnet+cushion type

90。(100。)

19.5(21.5)

164

176

180。(190。)

38.5(40.5)

212.5

224.5

(4 points positioned 
on the opposite surface)

(4 points positioned 
on the opposite surface)

2-Air cushion

Double shaft type

Double shaft type

2-Air cushion

Air port

Air port
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Series NRP

Ø80

Ø100

Rotation angle

Stroke

Basic type/cushion type

“L” Built-in magnet type

Magnet+cushion type

90。(100。)

22.8 (25.2)

187

200

180。(190。)

44.8 (47.2)

231

244

Rotation angle

Stroke

Basic type/cushion type

“L” Built-in magnet type

Magnet+cushion type

90。(100。)

32.5 (36)

246

260

180。(190。)

64 (67.5)

312

326

(4 points positioned 
on the opposite surface)

(4 points positioned 
on the opposite surface)

Double shaft type

2-Air cushion

2-Air cushion

Double shaft type

Air port

Air port
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Series NRP (Foot Type)

Ø50

Ø63

Representative Part Number
Rotation Angle

ST’
“A”
“B”

90。(100。)
17 (19)
200
224

180。(190。)
33 (35)
233
257

* N RP L **50-*** *

■ Basic type + Foot mounting

Representative Part Number
Rotation Angle

ST’
“A”
“B”

90。(100。)
17 (19)
212
236

180。(190。)
33 (35)
245
269

* N DRP L**50-*** *

■ Bulit-in-Magnet + Foot Mounting

Representative Part Number
Rotation Angle

ST’
“A”
“B”

90。(100。)
17 (19)
235
263

180。(190。)
33 (35)
283.5
311.5

* N RP L **63-*** *

■ Basic type + Foot mounting

Representative Part Number
Rotation Angle

ST’
“A”
“B”

90。(100。)
17 (19)
247
275

180。(190。)
33 (35)
295.5
323.5

* N DRP L**63-*** *

■ Bulit-in-Magnet + Foot Mounting

(4 points positioned 
on the opposite surface)

(4 points positioned 
on the opposite surface)

2-Air cushion

2-Air cushion

Air port

Air port
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Series NRP (Foot Type) 

Ø80

Ø100

Representative Part Number
Rotation Angle

ST’
“A”
“B”

90。(100。)
22.8 (25.2)

274
316

180。(190。)
448 (42.7)

318
360

* N RP N **80-*** *

■ Basic type + Foot mounting

Representative Part Number
Rotation Angle

ST’
“A”
“B”

90。(100。)
22.8 (25.2)

287
329

180。(190。)
44.8 (42.7)

331
373

* N DRP L**80-*** *

■ Bulit-in-Magnet + Foot Mounting

Representative Part Number
Rotation Angle

ST’
“A”
“B”

90。(100。)
32.5 (36)

333
375

180。(190。)
64 (67.5)

399
441

* N RP L **100-*** *

■ Basic type + Foot mounting

Representative Part Number
Rotation Angle

ST’
“A”
“B”

90。(100。)
32.5 (36)

347
389

180。(190。)
64 (67.5)

413
455

* N DRP L**100-*** *

■ Bulit-in-Magnet + Foot Mounting

(4 points positioned 
on the opposite surface)

(4 points positioned 
on the opposite surface)

2-Air cushion

2-Air cushion

Air port

Air port
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Series NRC

NRC 30

20

28.3

0.46

3.8

PT 1/8

600

700

8

10

0.2 ~ 1

0.2 ~ 0.7

NRC 20

18

19.1

0.24

2.5

PT 1/8

600

700

5

5

0.2 ~ 1

0.2 ~ 0.7

NRC 15

13

8.0

0.12

1.2

M5

220

270

2

2

0.2 ~ 0.7

0.2 ~ 0.5

NRC 12

10

3.1

0.07

0.7

M5

120

150

1.5

1.6

0.2 ~ 0.7

0.2 ~ 0.5

Models

Bore Size(mm)

Rotation Angle and

Regulating Range( 。)

Cushion
adjusting bolt attached

shock absorber attached

Theoetic Torque (kgf·cm)

(based on P=5 Kgf/cm2)

Allowed Energy without cushion

(kgf·cm) shock absorber attached

Air Supply port size

Weight of main body(kgf)
90。

180。

Maximum Radial Load (kgf)

Maximum thrust Load (kgf)

Rotation Time adjusting bolt attached

(sec) based on 90。 shock absorber attached

Fluid

Pressure ·(kgf/cm2(psi))

Lubrication

Temperature·℃(℉)

Operating Mode

Auto switch type

Specifications

Rotary Cylinder
(Rack & Pinion Compact type)

Rotary cyl.
N :New
R :Rotary cyl.
C :Compact

Axis  
Standard
S : signle axis
W :double axes

Size
12, 15, 20, 30

Rotation Angle
90 : 90。

180 : 180。

Cushion
Blank    : without shock absorber

S :Shock absorber attached

Applicable Auto Switch
Blank :Without auto switch
W8H :Reed switch
W8V :Reed switch
W9H :Solid state type
W9V :Solid state type

Number of Auto Switch
Blank    : 2 pcs

S : 1 pc
N :n pcs

21

W
3

20
4 65

Rack and pinion type

Backlash is minimized to determine the  position, in high precision by using double rack

Possible to cantrol angle as well as cushion stroke

Auto switch is attachable for detecting opening and closing

How to order

NRC 90
7

W8H

90±10。

180±10。

Urethane

Shock absorber

air

1.5 ~ 7.1kgf/cm2(21.3~101psi)

unnecessary

0 ~ 60℃(0~140℉)

double operating

W8H,W9H

W8V, W9V

Symbol
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Series NRC

Structure Diagram

Parts List

Description

Body-rotary

Cover-end

Cover-port

Cover-shaft

Piston-rack

Shaft-rotary

Stopper-adjust

Seal washer

Nut-seal

Cushion

Magnet

Wear ring

Piston packing

O-ring

O-ring

Bearing-ball

Hex socket bolt

Bolt-hex socket

Shock absorber

Material

Aluminum alloy

Aluminum alloy

Aluminum alloy

Aluminum alloy

Stainless steel

Carbon steel

Stainless steel

Rubber+carbon steel

Carbon steel

Urethane

Magnet type

Resin

Rubber

Rubber

Rubber

Bearing steel

Carbon steel

Carbon steel

-

Note

Option

No.

❶

❷

❸

❹

❺

❻

❼

❽

❾

❿

Double shaft type
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Series NRC

Ø12

Ø15

When attaching Shock absorber

penetration

Shock absorber

Air port

Shock absorber

Air port

Double shaft type

Double shaft type
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Series NRC

Ø20

Ø30

When attaching Shock absorber

When attaching Shock absorber

penetration

penetration

penetration

Shock absorber

Air port

Air port

Shock absorber

Double shaft type

Double shaft type
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Series NRT

NRT 100

2 ×Ø32

102.5

3.10

14.08

4090

40

72

0.2 ~ 2.0

0.2 ~ 1.0

NRT 70

2 ×Ø28

75.4

2.33

9.68

2880

34

49

0.2 ~ 1.5

0.2 ~ 1.0

NRT 50

2 ×Ø25

51.5

0.78

2.639

2080

32

46

0.2 ~ 1.0

0.2 ~ 0.7

NRT 30

2 ×Ø22

31.3

0.49

1.041

1290

20

37

0.2 ~ 1.0

0.2 ~ 0.7

Models

Bore Size (mm)

Rotation Angle ( 。)

Cushion
adjusting bolt attached

shock absorber attached

Theoretic Torque (kgf·cm)

Allowed Energy without cushion

(kgf·cm) shock absorber attached

Air Supply port size

Weight of main body (kgf)

Maximum Radial Load (kgf)

Maximum Thrust Load (kgf)

Rotation Time adjusting bolt attached 

(sec) based on 90℃ shock absorber attached 

Fluid

Pressure ·(kgf/cm2(psi))

Temperature·℃(℉)

Operating Mode

Precision Initial Value

(mm) After operation in 1 million times

Auto switch type

Specifications

Rotary Cylinder
(Rack & Pinion Table type)

ROTARY CYL.
N :NEW
R :Rotary Cyl.
T :Table

Size
30, 50, 70, 100

Shock Absorber
Blank : adjusting bolt attached

S :Shock Absorber attached

Applicable Auto Switch
Blank :Without auto switch
W8H :Reed switch
W8V :Reed switch
W9H :Solid state type
W9V :Solid state type

Number of Auto Switch
Blank    :2 pcs
S : 1 pc
N :n pcs

31 2

30NRT
4

W8H
5

S

Revolving rotary cylinder, double piston type(rack and pinion).

Shock absorber can be installed. 

Wiring is handled in single method by middle empty axis.

It is possible to regulate angle as well as cushion stroke.

An auto switch can be attached to detect opening and closing.

Smooth operation and high power.

High precision.

A Variety of mounting options.

How to order

0 ~ 190。

urethane

shock absorber

PT1/8

air

1.5 ~ 10.2kgf/cm2(21.3~145psi)

0 ~ 60℃(0~140℉)

double operating

±0.05

±0.07

W8H,W9V

W8H, W9V

Symbol
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Series NRT

Structure/Parts List

Parts list

Description

Body

Port cover

Gasket

End cover

Piston

Pinion

Flange nut

Adjust bolt

Cushion pad

Table

Bearing retainer

Magnet

Ball bearing

Ball bearing

Piston packing

Port o-ring

Wearing

Seal washer

Hex socket bolt

Hex socket bolt

Hex socket bolt

Steel ball

Shock absorber

Material

Aluminum alloy

Aluminum alloy

Rubber

Aluminum alloy

Stainless steel

Carbon steel

Carbon steel

Carbon steel

Urethane

Aluminum alloy

Aluminum alloy

Magnet type

Bearing steel

Bearing steel

Rubber

Rubber

Resin

Rubber+carbon steel

Carbon steel

Carbon steel

Carbon steel

Carbon steel

Stainless steel

Note

Option

No.

❶

❷

❹

❺

❻

❼

❽

❾

❿

(21)

(22)

(23)

(25)

(26)
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Series NRT

Ø30

Ø50

When attaching Shock absorber

When attaching Shock absorber

penetration

Bottom surface

penetration

Bottom surface

(Stopper)

Air port

Air port

(Stopper)
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Series NRT

Ø70

Ø100

penetration

Bottom surface

penetration

Bottom surface

When attaching Shock absorber

When attaching Shock absorber

(Stopper)
Air port

(Stopper)

Air port
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Series NR

Caution for safety

Since all safety standards are essential for safe operating please

observe ISO4414, KS B 6376, JIS B 8370 and other safety rules.

Please be aware that this safety caution is subject to change

without notice.

Danger : Definitely dangerous state. If exposed to the

stated danger, death, serious injury or

damage/loss in property would occur.

Warning : Though not dangerous at present, the situation

may cause danger. Unless escaping, death,

serious injury or damage/loss in property would

occur.

Caution : Though not dangerous at present, the situation

may cause danger. Unless escaping, slight

injury, serious injury or damage/loss in property

would occur.

General rules for air pressure system

This product is designed and manufactured to be used in
the general industrial machine.

Be sure to read caution for safety, catalog, manual, etc. before

using certain product or selecting instrument.

In the case of exchange or rent for other users, never fail to

attach manual at the parts of product with good visibility so that

the new users can safely and correctly use the product. 

Since the items of danger, warning and caution indicated in the

caution for safety do not include all possible situations, it is

required to put top priority on the safety in preparation for all

possible cases, reading carefully catalog and user’s manual.

Warning

1) Do not use product in the following conditions. Since some
products may be used, be sure to use them, considering
safety in accordance with the specification and condition
of each product.

1. Specification or condition beyond those indicated in 

each product.

2. Outdoors.

3. Place with excessive vibration or shock.

4. Place exposed to erosive gas, flammable gas, chemical,

sea water, water, vapor and so on.

5. Situation that is expected to result in considerable influence

to men or property. Especially, use requiring strict safety

standard.

6. Instrument contacting atomic energy, railroad, aircraft

equipment, vehicles, medical equipment, beverage and

food, emergency blocking circuit, leisure equipment,

combustion equipment, etc.

2) The appropriateness of air pressure must be judged by
only those who design the air pressure system or will
determine the specification.
Since the use condition of products indicated here is  

diversified, the appropriateness of the system must be 

determined by only those who design air pressure system or will

determine the specification after completing analysis or test in 

accordance with the necessity. The person determining the  

appropriateness of system is responsible for its safety.  

Constitute system, checking all contents of specification and 

considering the possibility of equipment malfunction on the

basis of catalog or technical data of new product in the future.

3) Equipment must be handled by only fully experienced

person with sufficient knowledge.

If mishandled, compressed air could be very dangerous.

Machine or equipment with air pressure instrument must be

assembled, operated and maintained by only fully experienced

person with sufficient knowledge.

4) Never handle machine or equipment or disassemble
instrument until safety is confirmed.

1. Do not check or repair machine or equipment until safety

measure to prevent driven objects from dropping or

machine from malfunction is confirmed.

2. Be sure to check the above mentioned safety measure

when disassembling instrument. Then, after blocking the

power and supplied air of equipment that supplies air,

confirm the residual pressure is zero by draining compressed

air in the system. This process is required to work.

3. As machine or equipment may eject in high speed when

restarting, it is required to work after confirming preventive

measure.

Common cautions for rotary cylinder series
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Series NR

Be sure to read this before selecting and using our products and

for detailed cautions of each series, refer to the details of

respective model.

Warning

⑴Fasten firmly to prevent the fixing part or joint of rotary
cylinder from being loose.
Especially, rotary cylinder should be fastened by the surest way

in places with high frequency of operation or severe vibration.

⑵Protective cover should be attached to prevent any
possible injury to the operation.

⑶Decelerating circuit or shock absorber may be necessary.
⑷ In case that power changes due to distortion of sliding part

of machine, rotary cylinder may be subject to the risk of
malfunction.

⑸Design in an emergency stop prepare.
⑹When design your circuit, consider a prepare restart procedure

for after a emergency stop.

Danger

Never use product for the following purpose.

1. Medical equipment treating human body.

2. Mechanical device or equipment designed to transport or

move presons.

3. Mechanical device that needs the maximum stability.

Warning

(1) Confirm the specification.

The products in this catalog are designed to be used for

industrial compressed air system only. Allowed energy of

load, pressure or temperature beyond the range of

specification may cause damage or malfunction.

(2) Vibration and shock.

Rotary cylinder must not be used to absorb the vibration and

shock of mechanical device.

(3) With regard, to intermediary stop.

In case that the rotary cylinder piston is stopped in the

middle of a direction control valve(3-position closed center

type) it cannot be precisely stopped at exact position like oil

pressure because of compressed air. Moreover, since valve

and rotary cylinder do not completely guarantee prevention

of air leakage, the stopping position may not be maintained

for long time, resulting in damage to human body or

equipment.

(4) If the kinetic energy on the product exceeds tolerance,
install buffer.

Excessive energy may break product, resulting in damage to

human body, instrument or equipment.

Caution

⑴Confirm all specification.
Otherwise, durability will be shortened and shaft/internal parts

may be abnormally worn or damaged.

⑵Do not over load external torque exceeding the specified
power to the product.

⑶When the rotary cylinder is running, be sure to always
increase the speed gradually by attaching speed controller.

⑷Do not use the product in the low speed area beyond the
speed controlling range indicated in the product.
Using low speeds may result in stick slip or stopping of operation.

⑸Torque should be given sufficient tolerance.
Select a model so that the required torque is less than 70% of

theoretic torque (less than 50% in the case of variable load). In

case that mass of load is large or operating speed is fast, if

inertia load gets too large exceed the allowed energy of rotary

cylinder, the product may be broken result in fatal injury to the

operation or damage to instruments or equipment. 

In this case, install shock absorber to prevent the inertia power

from being directly applied to rotary cylinder.

⑹Do not use the product using oil pressure (except NRP for
low oil pressure).
If used with the oil pressure, the product can be seriously damaged.

Danger

⑴When attaching the product, always check whether it is
fixed in safety.
Dropping the product or irregular operation may result in injury.

⑵The product must be kept away from water.
Sprinkling water to the product, washing it with water or using it

in the water may cause malfunction, resulting in injury, electric

shock, fire, etc.

⑶ While the product is running, do not touch it.

Cautions for design

Cautions for design

Cautions for selection
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Series NR

Warning

⑴Securing space for maintenance and repair.
⑵ Cords such as lead wire of auto switch must be

handled with care to prevent any possible damage.
⑶While rotary cylinder is running, do not put auto switch in

the external magnetic field.
⑷ Install safety valve.

Install safety valve to prevent the pressure from exceeding

regular pressure when it is increasing because of external

power applied to rotary cylinder. The excessive pressure may

break the product.

⑸Do not modify the product.
⑹Fastening screw and observance of fastening torque.

When installing, fasten screw to the recommended torque.

⑺Make sure that the revolving direction of rotary cylinder
coincides with that of the load.
In case that the center of revolution does not coincide or

moment weight is applied to the point of shaft, put flexible

coupling so that only the revolving power may be transmitted.

For better running condition, make the load apply directly to

shaft as described in the following diagram.

Cautions

⑴Do not apply load that exceeds twisting or bending
strength to the rotary cylinder shaft. 

Cautions

⑴Action before piping.

Be sure to clean piping to eliminate the chip, oil or dust in the pipe.

⑵How to use seal tape.
When connecting piping or fitting, be sure to prevent the chip

or sealing material of piping screw from entering into the inside

of piping. Especially, when using seal tape, wind it, leaving

1.5-2 threads of pipe untapped.

Cautions

⑴Adjust cushion valve again.
Though cushion is adjusted at the time of delivery, it is required

to readjust cushion valve installed on the cover in accordance 

with the load and running speed used. Turning cushion valve

clockwise, the orifice hole gets smaller and cushion gets

stronger. After adjusting, fasten lock nut (if any) firmly.

⑵Do not use cushion valve while it is completely closed.

Cautions

⑴Lubrication not needed.
Use this product without lubrication. It may be used with

lubrication, but stick slip will occur. 

For operating oil in air hydro type, lubricate turbine oil first class

(without addition) ISO VG 32.

Other operating oil beyond designated model may cause

failure.

Do not use machine oil and spindle oil.

Cautions

⑴Attach air filter.
Attach air filter at the upper stream near valve. In this case,

filtering rate must be below 5 um.

⑵Install after cooler, air dryer, drain catch, etc. for preparation. 

Cautions for adjusting the cushion

thrust 
bearing

flexible
coupling

bearing

load

load

Cautions for piping

winding
direction

seal tapeleaving 2 threads

Cautions for lubrication

Cautions for air source
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Series NR

Compressed air containing a lot of drain may cause 

malfunction of valve or other air pressure equipment.

⑶The temperature of fluid and environment must be within the
range of specification.
Below 5℃, the moisture in the circuit is frozen, causing

damage and malfunction of packing. Therefore, preparation

against freeze should be made. 

Danger

⑴Hazardous substances such as flammables must be avoided.

Warning

⑴Do not use the product in the place where dust, salt, iron
powder, humidity, organic solvent, operating oil of
phosphoric acid ester type sulfurous acid gas, chlorine gas
and the acids are contained. This condition may cause
suspension of operation, sudden deterioration  of
performance and reduction of durability.

⑵Do not use the product in the place which is subject to erosion.
For the quality of materials of rotary cylinder, refer to each

structure diagram.

⑶Auto switch must not be used in the strong magnetic field. 
Do not use auto switch in the place with high current or strong

magnetism, otherwise malfunction may occur. Especially, don’

t use object that can be magnetized to the installed bracket.  

Cautions

⑴Auto switch of other makers must not be used with this product. 
Otherwise, malfunction or unexpected running may occur..

⑵Do not apply excessive force to the auto switch of rotary
cylinder.

Danger

⑴Person using pacemaker must not approach to the
product within 1 m.

Warning

Repair should be done in the order indicated in the manuals. 
Otherwise, damage or malfunction may occur to instrument or

device.

Cautions

Inspection on demand.
Having durability, air pressure equipment is subject to deterioration

of function. Thus, check whether the required function of system

is normally performed through daily inspection to obviate

accident.

Cautions for environment for use

Cautions for repair
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How to select models

Caution: Load must not exceed the allowed limit. .

In the case of using rotary cylinder, most factors are studied in the context of inertia load. Erroneous selection for shape and weight of this inertia load, the
internal parts may be broken by inertia power of load though the load required torque of rotary cylinder is not so large. For this reason, it is necessary to
select right model. 

1.  Use Condition

Enumerate the use conditions in consideration of
attaching direction and work shape.

revolving angle :θ(rad) 

rotation time : t (sec) 

applied pressure  :P (MPa)

shape and weight of inertia load

attaching direction: horizontal or vertical

1MPa ≒10.2kgf/cm2

figure 1

table 1

table 1

2.  Calculating the required rotation time 

For selecting models, it is desirable
to keep the speed in a controllable
range.

3.  Selecting the quantity of torque (selecting model) 

For selecting models, torque
necessary for revolution must be
obtained to meet the object.

Referring to the above graph of theoretic torque, if torque of 600kgf.cm is

necessary with applied pressure of 5kgf/㎠, the supplying pressure is

extended to horizontal axis and torque, to vertical axis respectively to get

the intersection. Inner diameter (NRP 100) larger than this intersection is

to be selected. 

Given the use conditions, the rotation

time of rotary cylinder is obtained by

the following expression. table 1

E : allowed kinetic energy
I : inertia moment (kgf·m2)
θ: revolving angle (rad)

90。→1.57 rad
180。→3.14 rad

t : rotation time (s)t  ≥ ( 2×I×θ2/E )

Item Remark
Horizontal
Rotation

static torque
calculation(TS)

-

TA TA + TS

T graph 1

※Effective torque: to be calculated within 70 % of T theoretic torque in consideration of safety rate.    

TS = 2m×L
m : weight(Kgf)
L : distance between revolving

axis and load center(m)

I : inertia moment(Kgf·m2)
ωA : each acceleration

calculation(rad/s2)
ωA : (2θ/t2)
K : safety coefficient, over 5  

1J = 0.10197kgf·m = 10.2kgf·cm
1kgf·m = 9.80665J
1N = 0.10197 kgf
1N·m = 0.10197kgf·m = 10.2kgf·cm

TA = I×ωA×Kaccelerating torque
calculation(TA)

required
torque(T)
rotary cylinder
theoretic torque 

Vertical
Rotation   

Chart area

To
rq
ue

Series

Applied pressure 
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4.  Calculating the load capacity

Referring to the table of shape,
get the inertia moment I.

※In the case of rectangle
I = m×(a2 + b2)/12

I : inertia moment (kgf m2)
m : weight (kgf)
a : horizontal (m)
b : vertical (m)
calculation formula of inertia moment :  

figure  1

6.  Load Rate

6-1 load rate of thrust load 
Get loadable mass Wr(kg). Get
load rate α1 of load mass. 

maximum loadable weight Wmax :

α1 = W / WT MAX

figure 2

6-2  load rate of radial load
Get loadable mass Wr(kg).
Get load rate α2 of load mass.  

maximum loadable weight Wmax :

α2 = W / WR MAX

figure 2

6-3 load rate of bending moment
Get moment M(N.m).
Get allowed moment MMAX(N.m).  
Get load rate α3of static moment.

maximum loadable weight Wmax :

α3 = M / MMAX

(for NRT series only)

figure 2

7.  The whole sum of total load rate

If the whole sum of load rate does
not exceed 1.

Usable depending on Σαn = α1+α2+
α3 ≤1

5.  Calculating kinetic energy and checking allowed energy

Get the kinetic energy E(J) of loaded
object.Get allowed energy Ea(J).
Check to prevent the kinetic energy
E(J) of loaded object from exceeding
the allowed energy Ea(J).

※In the case of rectangle
E = 1/2×I×ω2, ω= (2θ/ t)

E : kinetic energy 
I : inertia moment (kgf·m2)
ω: velocity (rad/s)
θ: revolving angle (rad)

90。= 1.57 rad
180。= 3.14 rad

t : rotation time ⒮
allowed energy Emax : 

kinetic energy(E)≤allowed energy(Ea)

table 1

※In the case of attaching shock absorber 
weight  m1 1 : (kgf)
m1 = I / R2 I : (kgf·m2)

R : distance between the
center line of revolution to
the center of vertical hem
shock(m)

weight m2

m2 = (2×T×L) / (R3×ω2)
ω= (2θ/ t) m2 : weight (kgf)

T : effective torque(N·m)
L : stroke of shock absorber(m)

m = m1 + m2 ω:  angular velocity (rad/s)
calculating the colliding velocity V : velocity(m/s)
V = R×ω

calculating kinetic energy      E = 1/2×m×V2

kinetic energy(E)≤allowed energy(Ea)

figure  4

figure  4
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classifying system of rotary cylinder seriesTable 1

Type

R
otary

C
ylinder

R
ack

&
Pinion

type
R
ack

&
Pinion

C
om

pact
type

T
able

type

Model

NRP50 50
90 without air cushion 0.475

103 0.2 ~ 2 50 20
180 with air cushion 8.8

NRP63 63
90 without air cushion 1.14

187 0.2 ~ 3 60 30
180 with air cushion 13.2

NRP80 80
90 without air cushion 1.52

377 0.2 ~ 4 90 40
180 with air cushion 17.6

NRP100 100
90 without air cushion 5.225

765 0.2 ~ 5 100 60
180 with air cushion 26.4

NRC12 10
90 without cushion 0.07

3.1
adjusting bolt attached 0.2~0.7

1.6 1.5
180 shock absorber attached 0.7 shock absorber attached 0.2~0.5

NRC15 13
90 without cushion 0.12

8.0
adjusting bolt attached 0.2~0.7

2 2
180 shock absorber attached 1.2 shock absorber attached 0.2~0.5

NRC20 18
90 without cushion 0.24

19.1
adjusting bolt attached 0.2~1.0

5 5
180 shock absorber attached 2.5 shock absorber attached 0.2~0.7

NRC30 20
90 without cushion 0.46

28.3
adjusting bolt attached 0.2~1.0

10 8
180 shock absorber attached 3.8 shock absorber attached 0.2~0.7

NRT30 2x￠22 190
adjusting bolt attached 0.49

31.3
adjusting bolt attached 0.2~1.0

37 20
shock absorber attached 1.041 shock absorber attached 0.2~0.7

NRT50 2x￠25 190
adjusting bolt attached 0.78

51.5
adjusting bolt attached 0.2~1.0

46 32
shock absorber attached 2.639 shock absorber attached 0.2~0.7

NRT70 2x￠28 190
adjusting bolt attached 2.33

75.4
adjusting bolt attached 0.2~1.5

49 34
shock absorber attached 9.68 shock absorber attached 0.2~1.0

NRT100 2x￠32 190
adjusting bolt attached 3.10

102.5
adjusting bolt attached 0.2~2.0

72 40
shock absorber attached 14.08 shock absorber attached 0.2~1.0

Cylinder diameter
(mm)

Revolving angle
( ̊ )

Allowed energy 
(Kgf.cm)

Theoretic energy
(Kgf.cm)

(based on  P=5Kgf/㎠ )

Rotation time 
based on 90˚ (sec) 

Maximum thrust
load( Kgf )

Maximum radial
load( Kgf )

Formula to calculate inertia moment

Formula of inertia moment can be described by the following expression.

Depending on the shape of inertia moment object, apply the expressions as described in the following figures.

Classification of Moment (inertia resistance)

Figure 1

1. Shape of disk on the revolving central line

3. Stick 4. Slim Rod

2. Disk of single dimension on the revolving central line
diameter  d(m)
weight m(Kgf)

I = md2/8

diameter d1(m)
직경 d2(m)
weight 
m1 : d1 partial weight (Kgf)
m2 : d2 partial weight (Kgf)

I = (m1d1
2 + m2d2

2)

stick length ℓ1(m)
막대길이ℓ2(m)
weight 
m1 : ℓ1 partial weight (Kgf)
m2 : ℓ2 partial weight (Kgf)

I = (m1ℓ1
2 + m2ℓ2

2)

stick length ℓ(m)
weight m(Kgf)

I = mℓ2/3
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5. Stick on the revolving central line

7. Rectangle on the revolving central line

9. In case that revolving axis is at any point of load

11. Empty Rectangle

13. Slim Disk (empty in the middle part)

8. In the case of toothed wheel combination

10. In case that load is applied to the arm terminal

6. Displaced rectangle on the revolving central line
stick length  ℓ(m)
weight m(Kgf)

I = mℓ2/12

horizontal a1(m)
직경a2(m)
weight 
m1 : a1×b partial weight (Kgf)
m2 : a1×b partial weight (Kgf)

I = m1(4a12 + b12)/12  +
m2(4a22 + b22)/12

number of toothed wheel  : a
number of toothed wheel  : b
Get the revolving inertia moment
Ib on the load axis.
If replace the revolving inertia
moment on the driving axis by Ib
to make Ia,  

Ia = (a/b)2 * Ib

I1 : inertia moment on the central line
of load at vertical hem

I2 : inertia moment on the revolving
axis of Arm part

m1 : weight at the vertical hem(Kgf)
m2 : weight at the arm part(Kgf)
ℓ1 : distance between revolving axis

and center of vertical hem load (m)
ℓ2 : distance between revolving axis

and center of vertical hem load (m)

I = m1k2+m2ℓ12+(m2ℓ12)/3

horizontal  a(m)
vertical b(m)
weight m(Kgf)

I = m(a2 + b2)/12

horizontal h(m)
L : distance from
the revolving axis
to the center of
load (m)
weight m(Kgf)

I = mh2 /12+mL2

length  h1(m)
길이 h2(m)
L : distance from
the revolving axis
to the center of
load (m)
weight m(Kgf)

I = m/12(h22 +
h22) + mL2

diameter d1(m)
길이 d2(m)
L : distance from
the revolving axis
to the center of
load (m)
weight m(Kgf)

I = m/16(d22 +
d11) + mL2

diameter d(m)
L : distance from the
revolving axis to the center
of load (m)
Weight m(Kgf)

I = md2/16 + mL2

12. Slim Disk

k : If m1 is in the shape of disk,
k=d2/8, referring to 1.
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Allowed Axis LoadFigure 2

Thrust Load (NRT)

Bending Moment Load (NRT)

Radial Load  (NRT)

Thrust Load (NRP, NRC) Radial Load (NRP, NRC)

Model 

R
a
c
k
a
n
d
P
in
io
n
T
yp

e

Series

NRC Series
(double rack)

NRC12
NRC15
NRC20
NRC30
NRP50
NRP63
NRP80
NRP100
NRT30
NRT50
NRT70
NRT100

1.6
2
5
10
50
60
90
100
37
46
49
72

1.5
2
5
8
20
30
40
60
20
32
34
40

-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-

5.3 (54)
9.7 (99)

12.0 (122)
18.0 (184)

NRP Series
(single rack)

NRT Series
(double rack)

Type
Thrust Load

(Kgf)
Radial Load

(Kgf)
Bending Moment
N.m(Kgf.cm)
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Operation PrincipleFigure 3

1. This equipment is composed of two pistons which move inside
the cylinder, contacting the cylinder and rack/shaft which is
inserted into the piston.

2. If air is supplied through A port, piston A is pressed and torque
generates at shaft through rack pinion.

3. Air in the draining chamber is drained through B port and revolves
clockwise.

4. If piston B contacts cover and stops, shaft also stops.
5. If air is supplied through B port, it also revolves counterclockwise.

1. This equipment is composed of rack which moves inside two
parallel cylinders, contacting them and 2 pistons and pinion in
one body.

2. If air is supplied through A port, the right side of piston A is
pressed and simultaneously the left side of piston B is also
pressed through the air passage of main body. Then, torque in
the quantity of 2 pistons generates at pinion.

3. Air in the draining chamber is drained through B port and revolves
counterclockwise.

4. If piston B contacts adjusting bolt and stops, pinion also stops.
5. If air is supplied through B port, it also revolves clockwise.

Series

NRP

NRC

NRT

R
ack

&
Pinion

Type
Rack

&
Pinion

Com
pactType

Table
Type

Operating Principle Explanation
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NRT30 
through hole M8 ×1.25 17.3 ( 170 )

female screw M10 ×1.5 35.7 ( 350 )

NRT50 
through hole M10 ×1.5 35.7 ( 350 )

female screw M12 ×1.75 61.2 ( 600 )

NRT70 
through hole M10 ×1.5 35.7 ( 350 )

female screw M12 ×1.75 61.2 ( 600 )

NRT100 
through hole M10 ×1.5 35.7 ( 350 )

female screw M12 ×1.75 61.2 ( 600 )

How to mount rotary cylinder

How to mount NRT series 

※ fastening method through hole ※ fastening method through TAP part (female screw) 

There are 2 attaching methods for rotary cylinder NRT series as described in the following figures. 

The tightening torque must comply with the following table.

Model 

NRT30 M6 ×1 7.4 ( 73 ) 10

NRT50 M8 ×1.25 17.3 ( 170 ) 12

NRT70 M8 ×1.25 17.3 ( 170 ) 12.5

NRT100 M10 ×1.5 35.7 ( 350 ) 14.5

Bolt
Maximum fastening
torque M( Kgf*cm )

Maximum
tightening depth L

Model Bolt
Fastening
method 

Maximum fastening torque
N*m ( Kgf*cm )
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NRP Series

NRC Series

NRP 50 series 

(theoretic torque)

(effective torque)

(theoretic torque)

(effective torque)

(theoretic torque)

(effective torque)

(theoretic torque)

(effective torque)

(theoretic torque)

(effective torque)

(theoretic torque)

(effective torque)

to
rq
u
e

to
rq
u
e

to
rq
u
e

to
rq
u
e

to
rq
u
e

to
rq
u
e

applied pressure applied pressure

applied pressure

applied pressureapplied pressure

applied pressure

NRP 80 series NRP 100 series 

NRC 12 series NRC 15 series

NRP 63 series 
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NRC Series

NRT Series

to
rq
u
e

to
rq
u
e

to
rq
u
e

to
rq
u
e

to
rq
u
e

to
rq
u
e

applied pressure applied pressure

applied pressureapplied pressure

applied pressure applied pressure

NRC 20 series NRC 30 series

NRT 30 series

NRT 70 series NRT 100 series

NRT 30 series

(theoretic torque)

(effective torque)

(theoretic torque)

(effective torque)

(theoretic torque)

(effective torque)

(theoretic torque)

(effective torque)

(theoretic torque)

(effective torque)

(theoretic torque)

(effective torque)
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Figure 4

(on the basis of NRT type)Example

In a case where a plate is attached to the revolving axis and
assembled to the terminal of plate in regular square type :

1. Applying Condition 
① revolving angle : 90˚
② rotation time : 0.5 second
③applied pressure : 0.5 (Mpa) 
④ shape: Refer to the above figure.

Quality of the material of plate : aluminum alloy 
(specific gravity=2.68 ×103 Kg/ ㎥)

Quality of the material of regular square : steel for structure      
(specific gravity=7.85 ×103 Kg/ ㎥)

⑤ attaching direction : horizontal  

2. Checking Rotation Time
Rotation time is 0.5 second.(on the basis of 90 )̊  Thus, as
rotation time is between 0.2~1.0 second, it can be used without
problem.

3.  Selecting Torque  
Calculating inertia moment :

Weight of plate
m1 = L2 × ( L1-R1) ×L3 ×2.68 ×103 =0.05 × (0.12-0.025)

×0.01 ×2.68 ×103 = 0.127 (kgf) 
m2 = L2 × R1 ×L3 ×2.68 ×103  =0.05 ×0.025 ×0.01 ×

2.68 ×103  = 0.034 (kgf)

I1 = 0.127/12｛4 × (0.12-0.025)2 +0.052｝+0.034/12｛4 ×0.0252
+ 0.052｝= 0.42 ×10-3 (kg.㎡) ------①

Weight of regular square
m3 = La ×Lb ×Lc ×2.68 ×103  = 0.05 ×0.05 ×0.05 ×

2.68 ×103  = 0.335 (kgf)

I2 = ( 0.335 ×0.052 )/12 + ( 0.335 ×0.072 )
= 1.71 ×10 -3 (kg. ㎡) --------②

Get the actual inertia moment I .
I = I1 ＋ I2  
= 0.42 ×10 -3  ＋1.71 ×10 -3  
= 2.13 ×10 -3 (kg. ㎡)--------③

According to the condition, θ=90 ,̊ t=0.5 second  Thus, each
acceleration wa is calculated by the following expression.  

ωA =  (2 ×1.57 )/ 0.52 = 12.56 (rad/s2) -------④

Substituting expression ③,④limit coefficient: over 5 times is applied to
accelerating torque. 
Accelerating torque  TA = I ×ωA ×K = 5.43 ×10 -3  ×12.56

(rad/s2)  ×5 = 0.134 (N.m) ---⑤

Referring to the table of theoretic torque
If torque of 0.134 N.m (1.37 Kgf.cm) is necessary when applied
pressure is 0.5 MPa (5 Kg/㎠), the supplying pressure is extended
to horizontal axis and torque, to vertical axis respectively to get the
intersection. Inner diameter larger than this intersection is to be
selected. 

1. Shock absorber stroke and distance

R : distance from the revolving central line to the 
shock center at vertical hem

Type

R
o
tary

C
ylin

d
er

table
type

rack&pinioncompacttype

Model R (m)
Shock absorber

stroke(m)
Shock absorber

spec

NRC12 0.01 0.005 M8 ×0.75

NRC15 0.014 0.005 M8 ×0.75

NRC20 0.016 0.006 M10 ×1.0

NRC30 0.0195 0.006 M12 ×1.0

NRT30 0.014 0.006 M12 ×1.0

NRT50 0.019 0.01 M14 ×1.5

NRT70 0.021 0.015 M20 ×1.5

NRT100 0.025 0.015 M20 ×1.5

Regular
square

Axis1

m1 L1
L2L

3

Center

L
c

m2R1

R2

LbLa

L1 : 0.12m
L2 : 0.05m
L3 : 0.01m
R1 : 0.025m
R2 : 0.07m
La : 0.05m
Lb : 0.05m
Lc : 0.05m
m1 : square plate
m2 : regular square
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※Rotary cylinder: For NRT30, theoretic torque is 
T=31.3 Kgf.cm

Effective torque: to be calculated within 70 % of the
theoretic torque.
T ≒21.9 Kgf.cm

4. Inspecting kinetic energy 
When a urethane stopper is installed 
According to the condition, θ=90 ,̊ t = 0.5  second
ω= (2 ×1.57 )/ 0.5 = 6.28 (rad/s) ---------①
From the expression ①,  kinetic energy E is
E = 1/2 ×2.13 ×10 -3  ×6.282 = 0.042 ( J ) ------ ②
0.042 ＜ 0.048 (0.49 Kgf.cm)it can be used with no problem in
installation.
In case that allowed energy is exceeded, use buffer such as
shock absorber, etc.

When shock absorber is installed

m1 = (2.13 ×10-3)/0.0142 = 10.87(Kgf) -------③
m2 = (2 ×0.134 ×0.006)/(0.0143 ×6.282)

= 14.86(Kgf) ----------④

From expressions ③, ④
m = 10.87 ＋14.86 = 25.73 ( Kg ) ----------⑤
v = 0.014 ×6.28 = 0.088--- ------------⑥
From expressions ⑤, ⑥ If the expression of kinetic energy is
substituted from the expressions (5),(6) E = (25.73 ×0.0882)/

2 = 0.0996 ( J )

As 0.0996 ＜ 0.106 ( 1.041 Kgf.cm ), it can be used with no
problem in installing shock absorber.

5.  Inspecting load rate
Thrust load
Total weight : 0.127 ＋0.034 ＋0.335 = 0.496 ( KG )
Thus,  WT = 0.496 ×9.8 = 4.86 (N) ------①

Radial load 
As there is no applied load  WR = 0 (N) ------②

Moment 
The moment of plate is,
M1 = ( 0.127 ＋0.034 ) ×9.8 ×｛ (0.12/2) － 0.025 ｝=

0.055 (N.m) ----③

The moment of regular square is 
M2 = 0.335 ×9.8 ×0.07 = 0.23 (N.m) ----④
From the expressions ③, ④ the total moment value is,
M = 0.055 ＋0.23 = 0.285  (N.m)-------⑤

From expressions ①, ②, and ⑤ the value of total load rate is, 

(WT / WT MAX)＋(WS / WS MAX)＋(M / M MAX)=4.86/363＋
0/197＋0.285/5.3 = 0.0672 ＜1.0

If the total of load rate does not exceed 1, it can be used. 

6. Selection 
NRT 30 can be used, because it is within the requirement of
kinetic energy and load rate.

Air consumption of rotary cylinder ℓ/min(ANR)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
NRC12-90。 1(0.39) 1.05(0.41) 0.82(0.32) 0.65 0.01(0.14) 0.03(0.42) 0.04(0.57) 0.05(0.71) 0.07(0.99) 0.08(1.13) 0.09(1.28) - - -
NRC12-180。 1(0.39) 1.05(0.41) 1.65(0.65) 1.29 0.03(0.42) 0.05(0.71) 0.08(1.13) 0.10(1.42) 0.13(1.85) 0.16(2.27) 0.18(2.56) - - -
NRC15-90。 1.3(0.51) 1.65(0.65) 1.30(0.51) 1.72 0.04(0.57) 0.07(0.99) 0.11(1.56) 0.14(1.99) 0.17(2.41) 0.21(2.98) 0.24(3.41) - - -
NRC15-180。 1.3(0.51) 1.65(0.65) 2.59(1.02) 3.44 0.07(0.99) 0.14(1.89) 0.21(2.98) 0.28(3.98) 0.35(4.98) 0.41(5.83) 0.48(6.82) - - -
NRC20-90。 1.8(0.71) 1.55(0.61) 1.22(0.48) 3.09 0.07(0.99) 0.13(1.99) 0.19(2.70) 0.25(3.55) 0.31(4.41) 0.37(5.26) 0.43(6.11) - - -
NRC20-180。 1.8(0.71) 1.55(0.61) 2.43(0.95) 6.19 0.13(1.85) 0.26(1.85) 0.38(5.40) 0.50(7.11) 0.62(8.81) 0.75(10.66) 0.87(12.37) - - -
NRC30-90。 2(0.79) 1.75(0.69) 1.37(0.54) 4.31 0.09(1.28) 0.18(3.70) 0.26(3.70) 0.35(4.98) 0.43(6.11) 0.52(7.39) 0.60(8.53) - - -
NRC30-180。 2(0.79) 1.75(0.69) 2.75(1.08) 8.63 0.19(2.70) 0.36(2.56) 0.53(7.54) 0.70(9.95) 0.87(12.37) 1.04(14.79) 1.21(17.21) - - -
NRP50-90。 5(1.97) 2.1(0.82) 1.65(0.65) 32.35 0.70(1.95) 1.34(5.12) 1.98(28.16) 2.62(37.26) 3.26(51.5) 3.90(55.4) 4.54(64.5) 5.17(73.5) 5.81(82.6) 6.45(91.7) 
NRP50-100。 5(1.97) 2.1(0.82) 1.83(0.72) 35.95 0.78(11.09) 1.49(19.06) 2.20(31.3) 2.91(141.4) 3.62(92.7) 4.33(61.6) 5.04(71.7) 5.75(81.8) 6.46(91.9) 7.17(102)
NRP50-180。 5(1.97) 2.1(0.82) 3.30(1.30) 64.70 1.4(20.0) 2.68(21.19) 3.96(56.3) 5.24(74.5) 6.52(92.7) 7.79(110) 9.07(129) 10.35(147) 11.63(165) 12.90(183)
NRP50-190。 5(1.97) 2.1(0.82) 3.48(1.37) 68.30 1.49(21.2) 2.83(40.2) 4.18(59.4) 5.53(78.6) 6.88(97.8) 8.23(117) 9.58(136) 10.92(155) 12.27(174) 13.62(193)
NRP63-90。 6.3(2.48) 2.4(0.94) 1.88(0.74) 58.70 1.28(18.2) 2.44(34.7) 3.59(51.0) 4.75(67.5) 5.91(84.0) 7.07(100) 8.23(117) 9.39(133) 10.55(150) 11.71(166)
NRP63-100。 6.3(2.48) 2.4(0.94) 2.09(0.82) 65.22 1.42(20.2) 2.71(38.5) 3.99(56.7) 5.28(75.1) 6.57(93.4) 7.86(111) 9.14(130) 10.43(148) 11.72(166) 13.01(185)
NRP63-180。 6.3(2.48) 2.4(0.94) 3.77(1.48) 117.40 2.55(30.2) 4.87(69.2) 7.19(102) 9.51(135) 11.82(168) 14.14(201) 16.46(234) 18.78(267) 21.10(300) 23.41(333)
NRP63-190。 6.3(2.48) 2.4(0.94) 3.98(1.56) 123.92 2.69(38.2) 5.14(77.5) 7.59(108) 10.03(142) 12.48(177) 14.93(212) 17.37(247) 19.82(282) 22.27(316) 24.71(351)
NRP80-90。 8(3.15) 3(1.18) 2.36(0.93) 118.32 2.57(36.2) 4.91(69.8) 7.24(103) 9.58(136) 11.92(169) 14.25(202) 16.59(236) 18.92(269) 21.26(302) 23.60(335)
NRP80-100。 8(3.15) 3(1.18) 2.62(1.03) 131.46 2.86(40.6) 5.45(73.1) 8.05(114) 10.64(151) 13.24(188) 15.84(225) 18.43(262) 21.03(299) 23.62(336) 26.22(373) 
NRP80-180。 8(3.15) 3(1.18) 4.71(1.85) 236.63 5.15(73.2) 9.82(69.8) 14.49(206) 19.16(272) 23.83(339) 28.50(405) 33.18(472) 37.85(538) 42.52(604) 47.19(671) 
NRP80-190。 8(3.15) 3(1.18) 4.97(1.95) 249.78 5.43(77.2) 10.36(77.5) 15.29(217) 20.23(287) 25.16(358) 30.09(428) 35.02(498) 39.95(568) 44.88(638) 49.81(708) 
NRP100-90。 10(3.94) 3.9(1.53) 3.06(1.20) 240.33 5.23(74.3) 9.97(139) 14.72(209) 19.46(276) 24.21(344) 28.95(411) 33.69(479) 38.44(564) 43.18(614) 47.93(681)
NRP100-100。 10(3.94) 3.9(1.53) 3.40(1.34) 267.03 5.81(82.6) 11.08(147) 16.35(232) 21.62(307) 26.89(382) 32.17(457) 37.44(532) 42.71(607) 47.98(682) 53.25(757)
NRP100-180。 10(3.94) 3.9(1.53) 6.12(2.41) 480.66 10.45(148) 19.94(142) 29.43(418) 38.92(553) 48.41(688) 57.90(823) 67.39(958) 76.88(1093) 86.37(1228) 95.86(1363)
NRP100-190。 10(3.94) 3.9(1.53) 6.46(2.54) 507.36 11.03(156) 21.05(157) 31.07(442) 41.08(584) 51.10(727) 61.12(869) 71.13(1011)81.15(1154) 91.17(1296)101.18(1439)
NRT30-190。 2.2(0.86) 1.65(0.65) 2.73(1.07) 20.78 0.90(12.8) 1.72(24.4) 2.54(36.1) 3.36(47.8) 4.19(59.6) 5.01(71.2) 5.83(82.9) 6.65(94.6) 7.47(106) 8.29(118)
NRT50-190。 2.5(0.98) 2.1(0.82) 3.48(1.37) 34.15 1.49(21.2) 2.83(40.2) 4.18(59.4) 5.53(78.6) 6.88(97.8) 8.23(117) 9.58(136) 10.92(155) 12.27(174) 13.62(193)
NRT70-190。 2.8(1.10) 2.45(0.96) 4.06(1.60) 49.98 2.17(30.8) 4.15(59) 6.12(87) 8.09(115) 10.07(143) 12.04(171) 14.01(199) 15.99(227) 17.96(259) 19.93(283)
NRT100-190。 3.2(1.26) 2.55(1.0) 4.23(1.66) 67.94 2.95(41.9) 5.64(80.2) 8.32(118) 11.00(156) 13.69(194) 16.37(233) 19.05(271) 21.73(309) 24.42(347) 27.10(385)

Model

NRC series
(double rack)

NRP series
(single rack)

NRT series
(double rack)

Cylinder diameter
·cm(in)

PCD
·cm(in)

Cylinder stroke
·cm(in)

Internal
volume

Pressure·Kgf/㎠(psi)
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Calculation of air fluid quantity and air consumption 

Air consumption (Q) for one cycle of each rotary cylinder is indicated in table 1-6, which will be helpful for your calculation. 

The air fluid quantity and air consumption is calculated by the following expression.

●To get air fluid quantity (in the case of F.R.L , etc. are selected) 

Q1=(3.14D^2/4)*L*60/t*(P+1.013)/1.013*10^-3

or Q1=q*60/t*(P+1.013)/1.013*10^-3

● To get air consumption 

Q2=(3.14D^2/4)*L*2*n*(P+1.013)/1.013*10^-3

or Q2=q*2*n*(P+1.013)/1.013*10^-3

Q1 : air fluid quantity ℓ/min  ( ANR )
Q2 : air fluid consumption ℓ/min  ( ANR )
D   : inner diameter of 

cylinder tube cm
L   : cylinder stroke cm
q   : inner volume of cylinder (one cylinder only) : ㎤
t    :time required for one going and 

returning of cylinder   S
n   : number of shaking per minute times/min
P  : applied pressure Kgf/㎠
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NRP Series NRP Series

NRP SeriesNRP Series
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1.1  Rotating direction of NRP series: If pressed at A port, the axis

revolves clockwise and if pressed at B port, counterclockwise.

1.3  Rotating direction of NRC series : If pressed at A port, the axis  

revolves clockwise and if pressed at B port, counterclockwise.

1.5  Rotating direction of NRT series : If pressed at A port, the axis

revolves clockwise and if pressed at B port, counterclockwise.

1.2   Angle range of NRP series

1.4  Angle range of NRC series 

1.6  Angle range of NRT series 

Rotating direction and angle range 

※90。, 180。: standard specification, 100。, 190。: substandard specification.

※ The range of angle adjustment is ±5。.

※The maximum rotation range is 190°. Using shock absorber at
angle adjusting part, shock absorber attaching type can receive
kinetic energy of 2~5 times to that of adjusting bolt attachment.

All Key parts 

revolving angle of Key groove

one surface attachment type
Key groove type

revolving angle of Key groove

revolving angle of Key groove

revolving angle of Key groove

angle adjustment 

position deciding groove

adjusting bolt A

adjusting bolt B

shaking angle of Key groove

shaking angle of Key groove
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